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Welcoming destination.
The Valencia Region is a land where all people are welcomed. Friendly, open-minded,
welcoming, and tolerant people are the reasons why the Valencia Region is a land
where the LGBTQ+ community is welcomed.
In Valencia you can enjoy the freedom of spacious beaches, natural areas or hidden
coves: “Pinedo” or “Saler” in Valencia; “Saladar” or “Rebollo” in Alicante among others,
some of them awarded the Blue Flag. On the other hand, the cultural offer of the

Region can satisfy all tastes. From traditional museums like “St. Pius V” or modern
museums such as the “IVAM” in Valencia or the “Espai d’Art Contemporani” in Castellón
de la Plana or “MARQ” and “MUBAG” in Alicante are all landmarks in the cultural and
leisure offer of the 21st century; the City of Arts and Sciences of Valencia and the “Palau
de les Arts Reina Sofía”, which in its opera season, offers a selection of the best works on
the international scene.

· The Valencia Region has over two hundred
museums scattered throughout its territory.

As for the cuisine, more than 20 of the Valencian restaurants have a Michelin-star and
so they offer an incredible variety of rice recipes and all kinds of natural ingredients
that make up the essence of the Mediterranean diet. And what about shopping? Major
fashion stores and the warm traditional markets go hand in hand in towns and cities. In
addition, the traveler will find, alongside national and international brands and those of
the Valencian designers who have entered the forefront of fashion.

· UNESCO has declared World Heritage property
seven items of the Region, such as “Lonja de
Valencia”, “Palmeral d’Elx” or set of rock art of the
Mediterranean basin in the Iberian Peninsula.

It is well known the intense nightlife that Valencia Region offers to visitors: enjoying
the night is easy thanks to the wide range of pubs, clubs and shows that there are
both exclusive and friendly LGBTQ+ venues. Hand in hand with an enviable climate,
boardwalks, ports and terraces ensure for most of the year a fantastic atmosphere.

· Benidorm is the main reference of an intense
nightlife. Cosmopolitan, brilliant, always in
movement, the city is so active during the day and
after sunset.
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· The LGBTQ+ community can find offers for specific
events such as:

Wide beaches, intimate coves, a recognized and valued worldwide
cuisine, a cultural oﬀering with unique places visited by thousands
each year, traditional shops and boutiques with the latest trends, a
spectacular nightlife ...The Valencia Region has leisure opportunities
for everyone.

The celebration of LGBT Pride Day which is held
annually.
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The already traditional Benidorm Pride in
September, a week of outdoor fun, with a range
of very appealing offers of performances,
bars and restaurants (more info in www.
benidormpride.com).
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In a privileged environment as is the Albufera Natural Park,
“Playa del Saler” is certainly one of the favorite places along
the coast for both tourists and locals.

The “Moncofa Orgull”, held the first week of
July and includes all kinds of activities, such as
workshops, parades or batucadas.
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Traditional or more contemporary cuisine, Valencia Region
offers several options that are worth knowing.
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Strolling and shopping, sit on a terrace to enjoy the good
weather: a great way to know the lifestyle in the Valencia
Region.
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Welcoming destination.

